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Anatomy of Bigotry:

A Methodical Takedown on a Thursday



1

I spend an inordinate amount of time wading through online discourse from men's

rights activists (MRAs), men going their own way (MGTOWs), and pick-up artists (PUAs)

because these groups generally represent the opposite of my personal views as a white academic

lady who strives every day to actively participate in intersectional feminist movement. I like to

know what "the other side" is talking about, so this means looking through a lot of manly man

blogs and websites like "A Voice for Men" and "Return of Kings" and torturing my eyeballs

with the vitriolic rhetoric that crops up on the Red Pill subreddit.

Most of this discourse I can just read, acknowledge, and move past—I disagree, but

everyone is entitled to their own opinion, and I can't really blame anyone if their worldview is

lacking due to factors outside of their control. However, sometimes these guys say things that

are so wildly inaccurate and so wholly misinformed that it truly makes me wonder if all of

these digital He-Man Woman-Haters Clubs are just elaborate trolls. Sometimes I think they

cannot be serious. Today, I want to talk about one of these times.

As mentioned above, Return of Kings (or "Return Of Kings," as they prefer to

incorrectly capitalize it) is a "blog for heterosexual, masculine men. It's meant for a small but

vocal collection of men in America today who believe men should be masculine and women

should be feminine" (ROK "About" page). Okay, great. ROK is of the belief that men and

women should stick to the gender roles traditionally prescribed to them by a cultural system

obsessed with quashing any expression that falls even slightly outside of the male/female

essentialist binary. This calls a lot of things into question (what about transgender people?

Intersex people? Femme boys and masc girls? What about the spectrum of gender expression

and sexuality that exists alongside hetero-normative roles for straight men and women?)

without providing any answers and handily demonstrates the tendency of many of ROK's

contributing writers to make wild generalizations and then back them up with exactly no

evidence.



That tendency runs rampant throughout ROK's "articles" and posts. On June 27th of

this year 2016 on this planet, regular ROK contributor Corey Savage published an article titled

"8 Factors That Are Destroying Healthy Relationships Between Men And Women"

(overbearing capitalization is law on this site, apparently). The entire article is hilarious if you

find oversimplification and broad generalization as humorous as I do, but I'm going to focus in

on one paragraph in particular:



Men have always provided for women. Men hunted for food,

labored to build everything, and fought battles to defend their

tribe. To say that men oppressed women throughout history is an

insult to all those who sacrificed themselves in the factories, the

coal mines, and the trenches. If women didn't have certain rights

that feminists like to cherry-pick, it's because women weren't

drafted to fight wars. In exchange for their toil, the only thing

men asked of women was to be supportive in their roles as wives

and mothers. (Savage)



Alright, Corey. That's a whole lot, right there. I'm going to address this disaster of a paragraph

in parts, because it's more fun to be methodical when dismantling quasi-arguments from

proudly ignorant bigots.

Now, on to the break down:



Men have always provided for women. Men hunted for food,

labored to build everything, and fought battles to defend their

tribe.



We start with a bunch of simplistic, anecdotal claims. This is literally "we hunted the mammoth

to feed you" rhetoric in action, and while it's a popular rhetorical approach for a lot of men

who feel like they've been handed the short end of the gender roles stick, it's factually

inaccurate. Corey claims that men have "always" provided for women by hunting, but if we go



to actual archaeologists Steven L. Kuhn and Mary C. Stiner for information about early

hominins and their community behaviors, we learn that "the archaeological record of the

Neandertals (the most recent of the "nonmodern" hominins) exhibits little evidence for the

kinds of distinct economic roles typically fulfilled by women in recent hunter-gatherer groups.

It appears that Neandertal males, females, and juveniles alike participated in a narrow range of

economic activities that centered on obtaining large terrestrial game" (Kuhn 953-54). Simplistic

statements like "men have always provided for women" are incorrect and should not be used as

an indicator of "natural" role assignments for men and women. In other words, men didn't hunt

the mammoth to feed women; men and women and teenagers hunted the proverbial mammoth

together to feed everyone, because it's really hard to take down a mammoth by yourself.

It becomes even more clear that Corey did less than no research when one Googles

"hunter-gatherer" and even the Wikipedia article debunks Corey's claim that men hunt and

women don't:



A study done on the Aeta people of the Philippines states: 'About 85% of

Philippine Aeta women hunt, and they hunt the same quarry as men. Aeta

women hunt in groups and with dogs, and have a 31% success rate as opposed to

17% for men. Their rates are even better when they combine forces with men:

mixed hunting groups have a full 41% success rate among the Aeta.' . . .

Moreover, recent archaeological research done by the anthropologist and

archaeologist Steven Kuhn from the University of Arizona [it's our pal Steve!]

suggests that the sexual division of labor did not exist prior to the Upper

Paleolithic and developed relatively recently in human history. The sexual

division of labor may have arisen to allow humans to acquire food and other

resources more efficiently. It would, therefore, be an over-generalization to say

that men always hunt and women always gather. ("Hunter-gatherer")



Even Wikipedia, top source of generalization for the sake of brevity and mass information,

states that "men hunt, women gather" is an over-generalization. The above is cited from

Frances Dahlberg's Woman the Gatherer and can be found on the "Hunter-gatherer"



Wikipedia page. And Steven Kuhn, a man, again disagrees with Corey. Steve's got the facts, or

at least he's got the research necessary to back up his claims. Corey has a generalization based

solely on out-dated and inaccurate ideas of gender roles throughout the history and evolution

of humanity. It's not a competition: hunting is easier when everyone helps (as proven by the

information about the Aeta people of the Philippines...and common sense), and there shouldn't

be any shame in understanding that women and men hunted (and still do hunt) alongside one

another in order to more effectively provide for their community. I don't think women

working together with men for the benefit of their community is a bad thing, but this is

apparently a sore point for Corey and his denizens/readers. They would rather labor under the

incorrect assumption that women have been lazing about and eating bon-bons since time

immemorial than get to grips with the fact that women can and have and do hunt with men to

make the whole ordeal a bit easier on everyone. Relegating themselves to the position of PutUpon Caveman Hunter #1 makes it easier for men like Corey to nurture their deep-seated

loathing for the abstract concepts of women about which they constantly complain, and so they

perpetuate this myth.

In regards to men "laboring to build everything," I sorely beg to differ. You know who

funded and founded the first university, right? It was a woman named Fatima al-Fihri, and she

founded the al-Qarawiyyin mosque and madrasa in Morocco in 859 CE. If we're talking about

"building everything," I think the establishment of the first institution of higher education is a

good place to start. And it was established by a woman. Next.



To say that men oppressed women throughout history is an insult

to all those who sacrificed themselves in the factories, the coal

mines, and the trenches. If women didn't have certain rights that

feminists like to cherry-pick, it's because women weren't drafted

to fight wars.



Get ready for history to slap you on the wrist once again, Corey. I hate [see: love] to be the one

to break it to you, but women didn't exclude themselves from these roles. Who excluded them,



then, you ask? It starts with "m" and rhymes with "hen." You get three guesses and the first two

don't count.

I'm pretty sure we all learned about the Industrial Revolution in history class, but here's

a quick refresher: it was an economic boom around the turn of the 19th century that brought

on the need for women and children to earn wages working outside the home, and they found

jobs mostly in domestic service, textile mills, and factories. Factory work meant long days and

unsafe working conditions; there is photographic evidence from this time period of women

and children working in factories. It is therefore categorically incorrect and misleading to

claim that men and men alone worked in factories. Thomas Dublin gives a simple summary of

how and why women went to work in the factories and textile mills of the 1800s:

Between 1830 and 1860, women remained a key labor force for this growing

industry. Mill superintendents paid recruiters to circulate through northern

New England and to bring suitable young women to work in their mills. The

wages, typically set at $3.00 to $3.50 per week, were much higher than anything

farm daughters could earn in their hometowns and proved a strong

attraction...mill employment permitted young women to earn their own support

without depending on their families; second, the wages permitted young women

to save something for their future marriages; finally, some daughters used their

earnings to assist their families. (Dublin)



Let Me Google That For You 1: photographic evidence of women working in factories



The simple fact that you seem to not know about the very real presence of women working in

factories and textile mills since they became a thing, Corey, is evidence of the fact that women's

contributions throughout history have been erased in favor of focusing on the contributions of

men.

There is also photographic and historical proof of women working in the coal mines of

the 19th century:

Respectable readers of the Morning Chronicle and The Times awoke one

morning in May 1842 to disturbing reports of trousered women and girls

working underground in mines. Harnessed like animals, they dragged heavy

carts of coal. In the coming days increasingly scandalous details from the newly

published Report of the Children's Employment Commission appeared in

newspapers and periodicals across the country. The greatest scandal was not the

brutal work, which damaged women's health, but revelations that they worked

topless alongside men. (Mason)



Let Me Google That For You 2: photographic evidence of women working in coal mines



How could there be a scandal about women working topless in the hellish underground caverns

unless there were women working topless in the hellish underground caverns, right alongside

men and children? Why, Corey, do you take men's participation in these notoriously taxing

and dangerous industries as some warped point of pride? Women have been working in these

industries for decades, and workers' rights for factory workers and miners shouldn't be

dependent on presented gender. If you're upset that coal miners and factory workers usually

face pretty horrid working conditions, just say that. Don't blame women for kicking men into

the mines and factories, because not only is it not their fault—it wasn't their idea, and women



wanted (and still want) an equal opportunity to work in these industries too.

Now, I want to pay special attention to the second sentence of this part of the breakdown: "If women didn't have certain rights that feminists like to cherry-pick, it's because

women weren't drafted to fight wars." I'm not sure if you're aware, Corey (and by that I mean I



definitely know that you are not aware based on what you've presented here), but there has

been a legal ban on women entering and serving in combat in the United States since we

established the official armed forces. It was removed in 2013, just three years ago, by Secretary



of Defense Leon Panetta. In fact, it was decided in 1981 that excluding women from the draft is

constitutional based on the fact that it was at that time illegal for women to serve in combat:

The existence of the combat restrictions clearly indicates the basis for Congress'

decision to exempt women from registration. The purpose of registration was to

prepare for a draft of combat troops. Since women are excluded from combat,

Congress concluded that they would not be needed in the event of a draft, and

therefore decided not to register them. (Rostker v. Goldberg)

Furthermore, on June 15, 2016, a full week before Corey published his article, the U.S. Senate

passed a bill to include women in the Selective Service, aka the draft. Hillary Clinton, a woman,

supports this bill. As do I.

Corey's little statement here can be simplified to read "we're excluding you from the

opportunity to fight and die for your country, even if that's what you want to do, and we're

going to punish you for your lack of participation by depriving you of rights that are

apparently within our power as men to withhold and dole out as we see fit." By implying that

men are the arbiters of basic human rights, Corey, you demonstrate to me that you know that

men have more power in society than women do. Denying women their full humanity isn't a

good place to start if you want to talk about whatever factors are "destroying healthy

relationships between men and women," Corey. Women were never consulted. Stop acting like

women excluded themselves from these roles. Stop acting like women simply opted out, simply

failed to check a box that would have guaranteed us inclusion in each and every one of these

oh-so essential roles throughout history. Women were forcibly barred from participating in

these fields and they still managed to do so anyway—and I'm willing to bet good money that

you would describe any woman who works in a coal mine or in a factory or enlists in the army

as a unfeminine, as if the fulfilment of one's perceived gender role is an important thing to take

into consideration when pursuing a job in one's chosen field. Let people do the work they want

to do, Corey, and stop vilifying women for their lack of participation in fields from which it

was decided by men that they should be excluded.

Finally, we come to the closing sentence of Corey's little paragraph:



In exchange for their toil, the only thing men asked of women was

to be supportive in their roles as wives and mothers.



Here, I take obvious issue with the assumption that the only "roles" suitable for women are as a

wife or a mother or both. First of all, since when are we in a stage play? I didn't read for the

role of "cute and sarcastic feminist" at birth, just as I'm pretty sure you didn't read for the role

of "guy who is wrong." It isn't fair to just assign societal and/or familial roles to people and

assume that everyone is going to agree with your assignments just because they're arbitrarily

based on gender. Women never asked men to "toil" away in these roles; maybe men would

know this if they had bothered to ask women for their opinion at literally any point in history.

Drawing up some skewed historical scorecard and deciding that men come out both on top and

at the bottom doesn't make any sense, especially because they're the ones who made the

scorecard in the first place. Women have never been asked to keep score; women were never

asked to play.

Corey, the simple fact that you are apparently unaware of the obvious and consistent

presence of women in all of the examples you used is perfect evidence of the silencing, erasure,

and oppression of women throughout history. To say that women somehow oppressed

themselves throughout history, that men had no say in the matter, is an insult to every woman

who sharpened a spear to hunt her quarry, to every woman who left her family for a life of

hard work in a factory, to every woman who sacrificed her health to work in a mine, to every

woman who has enlisted in the armed forces to fight for her country but has been barred based

simply on the gender she presents. If Corey actually cared about being accurate in his

statements, he would have taken the two hours it took me to research and destroy the claims he

makes here. I've provided historical evidence to demonstrate that Corey is categorically

incorrect about all of the assumptions and generalizations he draws. But Corey doesn't care

about accuracy, and he doesn't care about presenting a well-researched and valid argument. All

he cares about is using polarizing language to further the negative views that his audience of

men who mostly already agree with him clearly hold in regards to women and our role in

history.
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